blind men and an elephant wikipedia - the parable of the blind men and an elephant originated in the ancient indian subcontinent from where it has been widely diffused however the meaning of the popular proverb differs in other countries it is a story of a group of blind men who have never come across an elephant before and who learn and conceptualize what the elephant is like by touching it, tim sheppard s storytelling resources for storytellers - all sorts a flowering tree an excellent book of 77 indian folktales the whole text now online and easy to search translated by an eminent author and scholar each tale has notes and commentary giving cultural background comparative types and motifs and an essay on women centred folktales, golest n e sa di encyclopaedia iranica - golest n e sa di probably the single most influential work of prose in the persian tradition completed in 656 1258 by mo arref al din mo le known as shaikh sa di of shiraz for the confusion about his name see af iii 1 pp 584 614 it was dedicated to the salghurid atabeg in f rs mo affar al din abu bakr b sa d b zangi g51 and his son sa d g54 as well as the, what is african traditional religion an essay by - this is the complete text of what is african traditional religion an essay by joseph omosade awolalu which appeared in the the journal studies in comparative religion 1975 winter vol 9 no 1, freemasonry the misticism of the royal arch - the mysticism of the royal arch the royal arch is an integral part of craft masonry ps review of freemasonry, persian literature britannica com - persian literature persian literature body of writings in new persian also called modern persian the form of the persian language written since the 9th century with a slightly extended form of the arabic alphabet and with many arabic loanwords the literary form of new persian is known as fars in iran where it, teachings of hafiz internet sacred text archive home - teachings of hafiz translated by gertrude lowthian bell 1897 translator s preface shemsuddin mahommad better known by his poetical surname of hafiz was born in Shiraz in the early part of the fourteenth century 1, pashtun people new world encyclopedia - the ethno linguistic definition has emerged as the most prominent and widely accepted view about what defines a pashtun generally that most common view holds that pashtuns fall within the parameters of having mainly eastern iranian ethnic origins sharing a common language culture and history living in relatively close geographic proximity to each other and acknowledging each other as, selected poems from the divani shamsi tabriz - mowlana jalaluddin rumi if thou art love s lover 1 and seekest love take a keen poniard and cut the throat of bashfulness 2 know that reputation is a great hindrance in the path 3 this saying 4 is disinterested receive it with pure mind 5 wherefore did that madman 6 work madness in a thousand forms, all national stereotypes national stereotypes - foreign audiences associate american media with big budget spectacle consider the fact that hollywood is the only place in the world where millions of dollars are used to make films and tv shows about sensational topics, an index to the occult review uk edn 1905 48 - the occult review uk edn 1905 48 incorporating the london forum sept 1933 to april 1938 london ralph shirley